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1: What Male Ballet Dancers Can Teach You About Being A Great Partner | HuffPost
Anybody wishing to become a ballet dancer needs to meet some requirements. Have a strong core, back, feet, and legs,
a flexible body, be a graceful person when dancing, and be relatively healthy. You should also be at a healthy weight.

It goes a little something like this: Is it possible or will I be wasting my time? It usually goes something like
this: Professional dancers spend an extraordinary amount of time focusing on their chosen profession. Though
they do have lives outside of dance, the day to day life of someone working toward a professional dance career
revolves around dancing. If you want to dance at a professional level, you need to pursue it at a professional
level. What does it mean to pursue dance at a professional level? It can mean a lot of things but this covers it
in a general way: Rigorous, daily practice and attention dedicated to your art form. Continual training and
sometimes cross-training to keep you in top physical form. Constant assessment of where you are in
relationship to where you want to be. Focused seeking of experiences that will extend and improve what you
have to offer as a dancer. Regular quenching of the thirst to see and understand the field and how others
approach their art form. Setting the mind to something is more than just thinking on it, though! And in dance,
more than the mind is involved. The body plays a pretty big role and requires frequent tending to remain
equipped for high-level dancing. I believe in dreaming big but your dreams will stay dreams without real
action propelling them. It is not unusual for a professional dancer one who IS dedicating their full attention to
dance to pursue secondary interests or take on other work in order to earn enough for living expenses. What
About Semi-Professional Performance? So, please understand that your hours as a semi-pro performer are
essentially for fun. If your goal is unpaid performing, there are ways to do this at absolutely every level of
talent and experience if you look around. To Be a Paid Performer Now, if you are an amateur or
semi-professional wanting to get paid like a professional for something, you must compete with professionals
who also want to get paid. Whether it is just a few jobs, a TV spot, or a music video, you will still be
competing with dancers who are pursuing dance with all of their energy. If you are not throwing your body
and mind into dance with concentrated effort, what are your chances against the people who are? The field of
dance is highly competitive. It does not matter what kind of dance you are pursuing, either. Ballet may hold
some of the more stringent expectations of dancers but in every situation from hip-hop to Broadway those
hiring are looking for people at the top of their game. They want versatility, superior training and skills, and
experience. Most importantly, they want people fully committed to dance! So, what you really want to do is
danceâ€¦ Does this mean you should drop out of XYZ University and forget your career in rocket science?
Sorry, but no one can answer that but you. We all make choices in life and successful people often make
choices that others have deemed too risky or downright stupid. On the other hand, risky or stupid decisions are
sometimes just that. Even your teachers may not be able to advise you in fact, naysayers are a frequent catalyst
and have launched many a career in dance. There are no exceptions to this rule, no way around it, no shortcuts.
Can you have it all? There are most definitely people who can take on rocket science and dance at the same
time. Is this supposed to be encouragement? Every teacher knows that sometimes tough love is required to
motivate and educate. The skinny on becoming a professional dancer has been covered in feel-good, but no
less accurate articles on this siteâ€¦ here and here and here , for example. This article may be your kick in the
pants. On the other hand, it may be what you need to hear to realize that rocket science really is your thing and
that you are happy to enjoy dancing for the love of itâ€¦ and for the rest of your life if possible. Nothing in this
post is meant to discourage you from asking questions about how to achieve specific goals. How are you
spending your time? And, it comes from a source completely unrelated to dance. Instead, spend an hour a day
on your dream. If what you really want to do is danceâ€¦ Just Do It!
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2: What it Takes to be a Ballet Dancer
Although a formal college education is not necessary to become a professional ballet dancer, aspiring dancers should
begin training as children. Once employed, ballet dancers can earn a median.

Dancer Michelle Haswell took up ballet in her 30s Get daily updates directly to your inbox Subscribe Thank
you for subscribingWe have more newsletters Show me See our privacy notice Could not subscribe, try again
laterInvalid Email AS Michelle Haswell stands en pointe in ballet shoes, it looks like the year-old has been
dancing all her life. But she only took up ballet five years ago as a way to get in shape. She is now working
through her dance grades and has teamed up with a fashion designer friend to launch new ballet wear
collection, Danseuse. Before her first lesson with Scottish Ballet, graphic designer and fashion blogger
Michelle, had never tried a step in her life but loved it straight away. Within two years she could do the splits.
I wanted to try something that was artistic and creative as well as physical. Michelle now attends classes at
Dance HQ. Two years ago she started dancing en pointe and is now working towards her Grade 5 exam. Now
I go to ballet classes four times a week. Picking it up later in life was quite easy for me as all that natural
flexibility was already there. I was able to do the splits for the first time in my life at I tore a calf muscle and
was on crutches for three weeks. Injuries do come quicker and easier and take longer to heal. With most styles
geared towards tiny ballerinas, they were even too small to fit her size 10 frame. She has now teamed up with
a fashion designer friend to launch new balletwear collection Danseuse. Danseuse balletwear designed by
Michelle Haswell She said: The more seriously you take ballet, you realise what you wear is important. It lets
your teachers see the line of your body and that your technique is correct. Wearing a leotard was an ordeal â€”
especially when it makes you look like a Michelin Man. They were stunning so I thought other women are
having the same problems and we decided to make this a label. Yes, those dancers can wear it too but each cut
also flatters non-ballerina bodies. Beforehand I wore large that was too tight and ballet tights in extra large that
cut off my circulation. And the tops I just wear as tops. We wanted pieces that are beautiful in their own right.
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3: How to Become a Ballet Dancer: 8 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow
Becoming a ballet dancer is a dream held by many youngsters. It's a difficult career to get into and requires much
dedication, hard work and raw talent to succeed. You'll need to be determined and focussed, and have a genuine
passion and enthusiasm for dance, particularly ballet. Physical.

We fight over homework. We fight over flute practice. We fight over food, bedtime, clothes. Going to class at
Hope Garden. We all either tap our foot to the beat of the music or are moved by the sadness or joy in a
particular song or phrase of music. To become a classically trained ballet dancer, however, these innate skills
require specific training, and patient daily effort. It takes at least 10 years of hard work with excellent
instruction to become a classical ballet dancer. There are no short cuts and anyone who tries to sell you that
has some other agenda. If a child starts at years old, with an appropriate physique and talent, by age 18 they
can expect to join a company, if they have correctly applied classical ballet principles and steadily worked to
make them a natural part of their movement and expression. A positive and humble attitude is also a must.
Appropriate physique and talent means to be well-coordinated, a slim build for girls, arched feet that point
well, straight knees, well-turned-out hips, a flexible back and spine, well-shaped arms and legs training helps
shape this , a long neck, and a clear sense of rhythm and musicality. From age 4 â€” 7 a ballet student should
expect a class once a week in the school year, with some training in the summer, but mostly during the school
year. From age 7 -8, a ballet student should increase their weekly class to twice a week, and include some
stretching at home. From age 9 a child should definitely be coming twice or even three times a week,
continuing until 10 years old. Of course, a well-trained student also needs performing opportunities to develop
properly. By age 12 â€” 13, the study of other dance forms is desirable such as character, jazz, and other forms
of contemporary dance into the weekly program or at least in the summer months. In addition, a healthy,
well-rounded nutritional diet is mandatory for all aspiring dancers and can not be ignored. Good supportive
shoes should also be worn in the average day to support the feet and prevent injury. From age 13 and on, the
ballet student will be coming 6 days a week, which includes pointe for girls, variations, contemporary, some
pilates or strength training, and pas de deux classes by age Every dancer should rest the body one day a week.
Attending auditions is another way to develop confidence and skill at dancing under pressure. Dance
competitions are another way to develop poise, and an important component of training is to go and see
performances whenever possible. By age 9, a child should be taking pre-pointe class to prepare for pointe. A
proper fitting should be done by a pointe shoe fitter when the instructor deems the child ready. The dancer
should start with basic, slow work on pointe, for only 10 minutes 3 times a week or so in the beginning. It is a
luxury to have boy classes taught by a male at a young age, but often necessary to develop the camraderie and
desire to continue in the face of low numbers of boys in classes. This is a typical situation for most small ballet
schools, especially in rural areas. Boys should start the serious study of partnering at age 13, with the
appropriate size partner. More difficult lifting starts at 14 - These are general guidelines. You cannot measure
desire, maturity, or just plain God-given talent that may break the regular rules for some students and allow
them to advance at a young age, or to start later and quickly catch up. There are countless examples of this.
Some bodies are naturally flexible and need less arduous stretching than others who are less flexible. Some
students may have a natural ballon, or buoyant jump, while others may have to really work at it. The good
instructor recognizes the strengths and develops those, while applying exercises to improve the weak areas.
The good instructor also looks at the total child and their life and what is an appropriate choice for them as a
dancer, advising them on summer programs and eventual companies to audition for. A family support system
is usually required for the young dancer to succeed, but not always have dancers had this luxury, and the
strong desire to dance filled the gap and drove the student to excel. It is hard to explain to the non-balletomane
the strong pull of classical ballet and the passion to pursue the ideals and challenges that daily confront the
dancer. It is an art that almost defies explanation.
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4: It's never tutu late to become a ballet dancer says year-old Michelle Haswell - Daily Record
If you'd like to become a dancer, you should first spend some time choosing a dance style. Each type of dance is made
up of techniques that need to be practiced and mastered. Your goals as a dancer will help you to decide which style of
dance is right for you. Also ask yourself: Do you want to dance.

Want a career as a professional dancer? There are many paths to a dance career, and now you can have it all:
One recent student, who I counseled, agonized over the right path and ultimately decided to take a contract
with Louisville Ballet straight out of high school. She was offered college deferment for one year; another
generous allowance that some colleges offer. Part of her crashed and burned. Being thrown into the
tumultuous world of professional ballet at such a young, fragile age was an overwhelming experience. A
handful of dancers at Louisville Ballet went to college before joining the company, and my advisee recently
revealed to me that she thinks these dancers were more stable, emotionally and physically. So go to college
first, and after graduation, become a professional dancer. It might not feel like it, but the truth is you have
years of life experience to gather under your belt that will directly influence you as an artist and dancer. Part of
maturing as a dancer is maturing a person. So why not take three to four short years to gather some of that life
experience without the extremely nerve-wracking environment of a professional company? Three Year
Programs If you still want the college experience but are itching to get out there into the real world, look into
BFA Dance programs that have a three-year option. Or, make a four-year program into a three-year program.
Training and World Class Faculty Training does continue in the university setting, which is not the case with
companies. And while yes, some college dancers might not have the finesse of a professional dancer, the truth
of the matter is, once you get thrown into the professional world, the majority of your training stops. The days
of constant personal attention and specific notes and corrections are over. College on the other hand, is an
option that allows you to continue your training with world-class faculty. Build your repertoire and collaborate
with other students who are artists, actors, designers, and musicians. In college you can develop as a dancer in
prime roles expanding your repertoire. Dancers wanting a professional career in dance have the perfect
platform to develop these skills in a college environment. So pursue your dream to dance professionally by
launching your career in college! She offers expert guidance through the audition process for professional
ballet companies, and dance BFA programs. For professional guidance on dance BFA program applications
and auditions, or assistance with your dance prescreen, contact us for a consultation at collegeauditioncoach.
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5: What it Takes â€“ Becoming a Ballerina
Here are 10 secrets that will help you become a professional ballet dancer. These are not just tips but also some hard
truths. Becoming a ballerina isn't easy, trust me! But start focusing on.

No dancer ever became successful riding on their natural born talents only. Dancers are artists and athletes.
The world of dance today is akin to an extreme sport. Natural ability and talent will only get us so far. Dancers
must work hard and persevere. Dancers give years of their lives plus their sweat, tears and sometimes blood to
have the honor and pleasure of performing on stage. This teaches us humility and respect for the process, the
art form and the masters we have chosen to teach us. The faster we accept this, the faster we can get on with
being brilliant. There is always more a dancer can learn. Even our least favorite teachers, choreographers and
directors can teach us something. The minute we think we know it all, we stop being a valuable asset. There
may not be a tomorrow. A dancer never knows when their dance career will suddenly vanish: Infuse even your
routine classroom exercises with passion! Focus on honing your craft, being the best dancer you can be. Keep
an open mind and a positive attitude. Information is not true knowledge. Knowledge comes from experience.
You can discuss a task a hundred times, go to classes, but unless we get out there and perform we will only
have a philosophical understanding of dance. Find opportunities to get on stage. You must experience
performance firsthand to call yourself a professional dancer. If you want to be successful, prove you are
valuable. Show up early, know your material, be prepared, keep your opinions to yourself unless they are
solicited and above all be willing to work hard. Rather than get caught up in the drama about what others are
doing around you, focus on the things you are good at, the things you need to work on and the things that
make you happiest as a dancer. Everyone has a past. Everyone has made mistakes, and everyone has glorious
moments they want to savor. To be a master at dance we have be in the moment; the minute the mind
wanders, injuries happen. If they do, see The only person who can make you happy is you. Dancing in and of
itself cannot make us happy. Dancers are on public display when they perform and especially in this internet
world, critics abound. No matter what you do, there will always be someone who thinks differently. So
concentrate on doing what you know in your heart is right. What is important is how you feel about yourself.
Sometimes you will fail. Sometimes, despite our best efforts, following the best advice, being in the right
place at the right time, we still fail. Failure is a part of life. Failure can be the catalyst to some of our greatest
growth and learning experiences. If we never failed, we would never value our successes. Be willing to fail.
When it happens to you because it will happen to you , embrace the lesson that comes with the failure.
Sometimes you will have to work for free. Every professional dancer has at one time or another had to work
without pay. If you are asked to work for free, be sure that you are really ok with it. There are many good
reasons to work for free, and there are just as many reasons not to work for free. Ask yourself if the cause is
worthy, if the experience is worth it, if it will bring you joy. Doing the same thing over and over expecting a
different result is insane. If you only give the bare minimum in your company, be happy staying in the corps.
If you want to grow beyond your comfort zone, you must push yourself beyond your self-imposed limitations.
Dancers have to be willing to take risks. From letting go of the ballet barre to balance, to moving around the
world to dance with a new company, from trusting a new partner to trying a new form of dance, dancers must
have a flexible mind and attitude as well as body. Credit towards Melanie Doskocil on her blog, Ballet Pages.
Thanks Michelle for bringing it to our attention! Teachers, any other points you would add?
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6: But What I Really Want To Do Is Dance!
Become a Professional Ballet Dancer: Career Roadmap Find out how to become a professional ballet dancer. Learn
about the education and training requirements, as well as the.

People retreated inside to Netflix and chill as snow filled the streets. The rehearsal studio exploded with
cheers. It was a charming reminder of something that tutus and pointe shoes are designed to disguise: Ballet is
hard work, and even when you love your job, you get excited about a day off. A photo posted by Sara Mearns
saramearns on Jan 23, at 1: What does it mean to have your body under scrutiny on the job? How does it feel
to be asked to represent your entire race in a company meeting? How do you find the right people to mentor
and guide you? In our first installment, we talk to Marcelo Gomes, principal dancer at American Ballet
Theatre, about what it means to be a man in an industry that so many people associate with femininity, and
how to be such a good team member that people fight over who gets to work with you. The digital clock on
the wall of the studio, one of many in the nondescript Flatiron district building that houses the administration
and rehearsal space of American Ballet Theatre, shows the minutes ticking by as the piano tinkles in the studio
next door. Because there will be multiple casts for this ballet, Gomes is joined in the studio by another
principal, Alexandre Hammoudi, who also needs to relearn the steps. As Gomes practices the choreography,
Hammoudi stands 10 feet over his shoulder, half-mimicking his movements like a kind of lazy shadow. Ho via
Getty Images Raffa shows Gomes the first few counts of eight, and he practices them a few times, the leaps
getting higher and the pirouettes faster with every run-through. But ballet demands that men develop elegance
and grace, as well as the kind of brute strength required to launch yourself into the air and lift your partner
above your head. As Raffa shows him the next few phrases of choreography, he puts his head in his hands,
laughing, "Oh my God, I have no recollection of this. He runs through it with the music, struggling a bit at the
end. The pianist stops, and Gomes and Hammoudi look at each other, hands on hips and eyes wide, Gomes
panting slightly. Doug Gifford via Getty Images Gomes, 36, was born in Manaus, Brazil, and started taking
jazz dance classes when he was 5 years old. When he was 8, he decided he wanted to learn ballet, a choice that
his parents supported immediately, but that raised eyebrows elsewhere. He was the only boy in his ballet
classes until he left Brazil at 13 to train in Florida, and then Paris. No one in Brazil minded that he wanted to
dance; "it was when I wanted to be a ballet dancer that it shocked people. I was lousy at it. But I had to go to
the matches, I had to go to practice. I still had to play. But I was so devoted to my dance classes that I used to
eat lunch in the car and then go straight to the ballet studio from school. And then I was the happiest that I
could be because I knew that was the place. Unlike in Russia, where ballet and machismo are not mutually
exclusive, Brazilians, like Americans, largely associate ballet with femininity. With femininity, and with
sexuality. For the most part, he says, "the response is wonderful. When I suggest that in a lot of ballet, and
particularly in pas de deux -- a dance for two people, almost always a man and a woman, and a staple of
classical ballet -- it can seem like the man is merely there to make the woman look good, Gomes visibly
winces. And, to be truly world class, they need acting ability as well as technical prowess. He prides himself
on being a good partner, on making the ballerina look great and feel safe, and ABT principal Gillian Murphy
has joked that she and her fellow ballerinas fight over who gets to dance with him.
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7: How to Become a Dancer or Choreographer
So you're a ballet dancer that's terrific! You must be an energetic, hardworking, and conscientious young person and
you must love it to be able to put up with the blood, sweat and tears that.

A career development plan could be all you need to pursue your dream profession. If you want to become a
professional ballet dancer, it is crucial to follow the right steps. Let me guide you through the steps I went
through myself and see if you can make your goals a reality. There are talented young dancers all over the
world who dream to become a ballet dancer. Each one of my Seven Secrets holds the most crucial advice
which will bring you into a key perspective to ballet. You must remember the golden Seven Secrets to step
closer towards your ballet goals. Career Development Plan Is it too late? Can I become a Professional? Am I
too old? You will be surprised at how many other young dancers have the exact same thoughts as you.
Painting by Olivia Holland Professional ballet dancing requires an incredible amount of determination and
self-motivation. You have to dedicate your life to from such a young age. If you look at my page on ballet
girls , I open up on my experiences within the ballet world and how competitive it can be. If you are serious
about becoming a professional dancer, then you need to have a clear vision of what it takes to pursue this
profession. Many young ballet dancers take part in worldwide dance competitions in hope to be recognized
and accepted into leading dance schools to launch their professional career. It is a very tough process. There
are leading ballet schools around the world that offer training for young aspiring dancers, from the early age of
11 right up until It is a huge advantage to be a versatile dancer and it will become a valuable tool as you reach
higher into the profession. If you are wondering what someone experiences through their ballet profession,
then research their career development plan. Discover where they trained, how they reached a ballet company
and what got them where they are now. It has a renowned reputation in the performing arts, buzzing with
ballet schools and companies. There are many stories of ballet at the starting point for many successful stars,
such as Sarah Jessica Parker and Alicia Vikander, who both studied ballet before they became actresses.
Katherine Dunham was among the first black artists to form a ballet troupe and achieved historic legends in
the world of dance. Merce Cunningham had a highly successful dance career and became one of greatest
living choreographers, creating a dance software to further his imagination. Bruno Tonioli is now famed for
his appearances on dancing shows, with his talents first beginning in ballet lessons. Ballet can lead you into a
world of creativity and discipline, as well as bringing out your performance and passion. Your Ballet Career
Dreams Odette always likes to hear from you. Feel free to join in and solve our ballet mysteries! Please write a
minimum of words. Odette loves to hear about you and your story, so share more about your query and let us
listen to you! We love to see your photographs too! Please check that your query has not already been solved.
You can do this by searching on the site at the top of each page and you are welcome to contribute if you find
a similar subject matter! Enter Your Title e. Your story will appear on a Web page exactly the way you enter it
here. You can wrap a word in square brackets to make it appear bold. For example [my story] would show as
my story on the Web page containing your story. Since most people scan Web pages, include your best
thoughts in your first paragraph. Upload Pictures or Graphics optional [? Click the button and find it on your
computer.
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8: Ballet dancer - Wikipedia
Originally this post featured a link to a news item that focused on a year-old girl with aspirations to become a
professional ballet dancer, and the sacrifices she's made and will need to make in order to get there.

Her captaincy was only a part of her responsibilities; she was also the sixth grade class treasurer and a hall
monitor that year. Copeland initially declined the offer, however, because her mother did not have a car, was
working 12â€”14 hours a day, and her oldest sister Erica was working two jobs. DelaCerna agreed to this, and
Copeland moved in with Bradley and her family. Copeland spent the weekdays with the Bradleys near the
coast and the weekends at home with her mother, [5] a two-hour bus ride away. She declined the offer because
of the encouragement from her mother to return home, the prospect of continuing personal training from the
Bradley family and dreams of a subsequent summer with American Ballet Theatre. The order was partly
intended to preclude contact between the Bradleys and Copeland, but it did not have proper legal basis, since
there had been no stalking and no harassment. Since Sylvia has accomplished all of the goals that she intended
to achieve when she filed her papers with the court we have chosen not to proceed to seek an injunction in this
matter. Her mother insisted that she finish high school, and so Copeland returned to California for her senior
year, even though ABT arranged to pay for her performances, housing accommodations and academic
arrangements. Copeland recalls that in one month she gained 10 pounds, and her small breasts swelled to
double D-cup size: I hated this sign that I was different from the others. I was too busy trying to hide my
breasts. The professional pressure to conform to conventional ballet aesthetics resulted in body image
struggles and a binge eating disorder. She explained, "My curves became an integral part of who I am as a
dancer, not something I needed to lose to become one. I started dancing with confidence and joy, and soon the
staff at ABT began giving me positive feedback again. Fales-Hill introduced Copeland to Black women
trailblazers who encouraged Copeland and helped her to gain perspective. If I were to make my own company,
she would be the first one I would call. The only male African American in the company during her career,
Danny Tidwell , left in Her â€”09 Annenberg Fellowship included training for the Pas de Deux. As the Fairy
of Valor in Sleeping Beauty, she tempers the harsh stabbing fingers and dagger-like pas de chats by uplifting
her body with grandeur and, yes, valor. It premiered on March 29, She was sidelined for seven months after
her October surgery. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. As a result, Copeland appeared on the cover of
Time , making her the first dancer on the cover since Bill T. Her performance at the Met was regarded as a
success. Power and Grace, was released by photographer Richard Corman , with an introduction by Cindy
Bradley. The book contains photographs of Copeland dancing at sunrise on and around a baby grand piano
that washed ashore under the Brooklyn Bridge. A Strange New Beauty". An Unlikely Ballerina, co-authored
by Charisse Jones. Shortly afterwards, she criticized statements by Under Armour founder and CEO Kevin
Plank that praised Donald Trump , stressing that her sponsors should believe in the "importance of diversity
and inclusion".
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9: Want a career as a professional dancer? Consider college
A dancer never knows when their dance career will suddenly vanish: a company folds, career ending injury, car
accident, death Dance every day as if it is the final performance. Don't save the joy of dance for the stage.

Training does not end when ballet dancers are hired by a professional company. They must attend ballet class
six days a week to keep themselves fit and aware. Ballet is a strict form of art, and the dancer must be very
athletic and flexible. Ballet dancers begin their classes at the barre , a wooden beam that runs along the walls
of the ballet studio. Dancers use the barre to support themselves during exercises. Barre work is designed to
warm up the body and stretch muscles to prepare for center work, where they execute exercises without the
barre. Center work in the middle of the room starts out with slower exercises, gradually leading up to faster
exercises and larger movements. Ballet dancers finish center work practicing big leaps across the floor which
is called grande allegro. After center work, females present exercises on pointe , or on their toes, supported by
special pointe shoes. Males practice jumps and turns. They may practice partner work together. Ballet dancers
increase their risk of injury if they start training earlier than the age of ten. However, many ballet dancers do
start on the average age of 6 to 8 years old. Back bends cause the back to pinch, making the spine vulnerable
to injuries such as spasms and pinched nerves. Extending the legs and holding them in the air while turned out
causes damage to the hips. Such damage includes strains, fatigue fractures, and bone density loss. One such
position is first position , in which the heels are placed together as the toes point outward, rotating, or "turning
out" the legs. First position puts a risk for injury at the knees. Meniscal tears and dislocations are common at
the knees because it is easy to let the knees slide forward while turned out in first position. Landing from
jumps and working in pointe shoes cause bones to break and ankles to weaken. Tendonitis is common in
female ballet dancers because pointe work is strenuous on their ankles. Landing from jumps incorrectly may
also lead to shin splints , in which the muscle separates from the bone. If the ballet dancer is properly trained,
the dancer will decrease their risk of injury. Some ballet dancers also turn to stretching or other methods of
cross training, like Pilates, Yoga, non impact cardio, and swimming. This, outside cross training, attempts to
minimize the risk of bodily damage by increasing strength, exercise diversity, and stamina. Nevertheless,
injuries are a common occurrence in performances. In French, a male ballet dancer is referred to as a danseur
and a female as a danseuse. In Italian, a ballerina is a female who typically holds a principal title within a
ballet company ; the title for equally ranked males is ballerino. In Italian, the common term for a male dancer
is danzatore and a female dancer is a danzatrice. These terms are rarely used in English. Since ballerino is not
used in English, it does not enjoy the same connotation as ballerina. A regular male dancer in Italy is called a
danzatore, while ballerino usually denotes a principal male ballet dancer in Italy. In the English speaking
world, boys or men who dance classical ballet are usually referred to as male ballet dancers. Often "ballerino"
is used in English-based countries as slang. As late as the s a ballerina was the principal female dancer of a
ballet company who was also very accomplished in the international world of ballet, especially beyond her
own company; female dancers who danced ballet were then called danseuses or simply ballet dancers.
Ballerina was a critical accolade bestowed on relatively few female dancers, somewhat similar to the title diva
in opera. The male version of this term is danseur noble French. Since the s, however, the term has lost this
honorific aspect and is applied generally to women who are ballet dancers. Rather, they simply mean one who
dances ballet. Danzatore male and danzatrice female are general terms in Italian to signify dancers. The term
ballerina is sometimes used to denote a well-trained and highly accomplished female classical ballet dancer. In
such cases, it is a critical accolade that signifies exceptional talent and accomplishment. Hierarchic titles[ edit
] Many use the term ballerina incorrectly, often using it to describe any female ballet student or dancer.
Ballerina was once a rank given only to the most exceptional female soloists.
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